
LOOKING BACK TO THE FUTURE

by Gwen Lord

Sleep was impossible....................again!

Vincent lay on his back, stretched out amid the colorful array of patchwork bedding, which had been 
lovingly sewn together over the years by various tunnel residents, and people whose lives had 
touched the people living Below. With his furred and clawed fingers interlocked behind his head, 
Vincent gazed up at his rock ceiling, thinking yet again of the very wonder of this place. The hour was
late, as everyone slept but him and the silence crept into every corner, 'till you could almost touch it.

Vincent let out a sigh, causing the flame on the only lit candle to flicker and waver, casting dancing 
shadows on the rough stone walls. Memories that had been locked away, in the corners of his mind 
for so long, came flooding back to him in the eerie stillness.

Again he moved restlessly on his large bed, listening to it creak and groan under his immense weight.
First his left foot and then his right, kicked away at the bedding, until it tumbled in a heap on the floor. 
His inability to sleep sapped his tired and aching body, as the last hours ticked away before the dawn.
He turned his head to gaze once more at the candle and looking through the flame, he picked out 
various items on the shelves, ledges and cupboards which reminded him of the first time in his life 
when everything changed.

How well he remembered how he came to have this chamber.. his chamber! A smile crossed his 
unique mouth, as he heard and saw in his mind's eye the many heated arguments that were 
exchanged so many years ago between Father, Mitch Denton and himself as the two boys gave 
Jacob Wells such a hard time, with their wild ideas and rash adventures into the dangerous caverns 
Below, or secret visits Above where, Mitch knew quite well. Vincent wasn't allowed. Mitch's 
unwholesome influence on Vincent kept increasing, until one day, Father finally cracked and 
summoned the two boys to appear together in his study, before him and a hastily convened council to
consider their misdeeds.

Mitch had always been a wild boy and a real handful for Father, who was the highly-respected head 
of the world below Central Park. People looked up to him and loved him, but Father had long known 
the day would surely come when he would have to separate these two boys, and he ached inside at 
the prospect. Vincent was his adopted son and Mitch was the son of his old and dear friend Sam 
Denton, so the matter rested heavily upon his shoulders. The young boys had grown up together like 
brothers in many ways, with a bond between them that was strong. But Mitch didn't have the 
problems Vincent had, and didn't seem to realize the danger to everyone if Vincent was to be seen 
and possibly followed Below. Protecting their world and keeping their tunnel home a secret was a 



primary rule that all had to obey. Everyone appreciated the necessity, with the exception of Mitch. 
The incorrigible boy refused to recognize the increasing danger to everyone and insisted all he 
wanted was for Vincent to have some fun!

To a rebellious fourteen year old boy, the fact Father had forbidden their visits above was the very 
thing Mitch needed to fuel his natural instinct to disobey.

One night while Above at the carousel in Central Park, the mounted police discovered them trying to 
enter the closed and shuttered roundabout. Whistles were blown as the police gave chase to the 
group of boys which included Vincent and Mitch. The youngsters all scampered in different directions 
in order to avoid capture. In the confusion between boys running and yelling and horses hooves 
pounding in fast pursuit, Vincent and Mitch managed to escape unnoticed into the tunnel entrance, 
leaving the police mystified, when they realized all of the boys had disappeared.

Once back in the safety of the deeper tunnels, the boys slowed down, all out of breath and dirty, 
grinning at their lucky escape. The dust that they kicked up as they ran, rose behind them but soon 
settled again, leaving no tell-tale signs of footprints, if anyone did follow them.

Breathless and giddy with success, they set off again, gleefully kicking up the tunnel dust once more 
into a cloud following them as they shot off at great speed........ until they ran headlong into Father, 
who decided then and there, enough was enough!

The Council, the acting body of authority for the daily way of life, was comprised of community 
members who were deeply respected by everyone Below. The head of the Council was Father, who 
ruled fairly, with a rod of iron in one hand, and tender, loving care in the other. Among the Council 
members were Thomas Pascal and young Winslow, who was pleased to be considered an adult at 
the age of twenty-one. Narcissa, the old wise one who lived in the furthermost chambers, and dear 
Mary, an adopted mother to so many of the children Below, were also part of the Council.

The chamber glowed in the bright flickering light of an abundance of candles, silhouetting the lines of 
stools, benches and crates set out for the assembly. One by one the seats were being filled with not 
only men and women, but also numerous children, undoubtedly brought by their parents to observe 
an object lesson in obedience.

The gentle hum of voices rose and faded, as more of the tunnel community arrived to take their 
places. Then the talking stopped almost instantly as Father entered the chamber, leaning heavily on 
his unusual, carved, silver-topped walking stick. He nodded his head approvingly and acknowledged 
such a good turnout of friends. Propping up the walking stick against the oak chest, he eased his 
body down, sat on the corner of his large desk and looked out at his friends.

"Thank you........ er......... thank you so much, all of you, for coming at such short notice. I....... er...... 
do appreciate it very much. I've called this most urgent meeting because as you know, these two 
youths before you now, Mitch Denton, Sam's son and er.......... my son, Vincent have disobeyed our 
rules once too often." 

He coughed as a muttering of agreement and nodding head encouraged Father to continue.

"They have been warned time and time again, but persist in flouting our authority. So, my dear 



friends, it is with a heavy heart, that I ask your agreement to sentence them to a punishment to fit this 
crime, as it were."

The boy's faces revealed their worst fears. Again every head nodded. Father shifted from one leg to 
another as his hip was giving him much pain of late, then stood awkwardly, and faced the group once 
more. With his odd spectacles on the end of his nose, he looked over the top of them and continued.

"I want these two separated, both for their own good....... and ours. I cannot allow this out and out 
disobedient behavior to continue a moment longer. I propose to send Mitch Above, to live with Lin 
Wong, who with the help of Peter Chang and Dr. Wong will take him under their wings and give him a
chance to learn a trade in their restaurants and other businesses. He will, of course, be allowed to 
return to see us from time to time."

"Vincent, on the other hand, who cannot go Above, will become an apprentice to Cullen who will 
teach him the trades he knew Above. We are all most grateful recipients of the beautiful things he's 
made for us over the years he's been with us." 

The hands clapping in agreement, gave Father a chance to take a sip of water from the glass Mary 
handed to him. "Thank you, Mary, that was kind of you."

"I now ask you to vote on this plan of mine. Those in favor of the boys taking this punishment, turn 
your backs to me, any who disagree remain facing me. Very well then...... er....... let the voting begin."

Father watched as every person turned around in agreement with the proposed punishment for the 
boys. "The decision is unanimous and this will take place within the hour. I thank you again for your 
cooperation."

At this point eveyone started to move away, as Father finally sat down heavily in his carved chair 
behind the desk. The stress and emotions, caused by the distasteful task only he could perform, was 
clearly etched on his face.

" 'S not fair. 'S not bloody fair old man....Vincent and me, we're mates. We hang out. I'd never, ne-ver 
let him get caught, you knows that." Mitch sniffed, wiping an escaped tear with the sleeve of his 
ripped coat.

Vincent turned slowly to his father and stared at hm, long and meaningfully before he spoke. "Don't 
do this, Father, please don't send Mitch away because of me. It's because of him...... and Devin, that I
have any kind of life and feel accepted. But without him here, Father, I'm lost."

Father could see tears in his son's eyes. "Without him, Vincent, peace and quiet will return to our 
world... the matter is closed," he said with authority.

"I'll get you for this, old man. You'll not get away with this....... one day I'll be back and the boot will be 
on the other foot," Mitch threatened. 

“Yes, well, that's a long time off and at present we are dealing with the problem to hand. Fetch your 
things and then go with James along the B tunnel to the 14th street opening where you will find a blue
door with the letter W on it. This is the entrance to Lin Wong's and he will be expecting you. If, after 
six months, you have proven willing to be less disruptive, then you will be allowed to deliver the free 



fruit and vegetables he sends us each week. At that time you and Vincent can..... er.... enjoy a little 
time together."

"Am I supposed to thank you for this, old man?" Mitch almost spat the words at him as he turned to 
run from the chamber.

Father had already dismissed the troublesome boy mentally, as he rose from his chair and walked 
over to Vincent, who sat with his head bowed and his long, golden hair cascading over his shoulders, 
partially shielding his face.

"You, my boy, will go and collect your things from the chamber you've shared with Mitch and bring it 
all here to my chamber. You will have the smaller chamber that is next to mine. Once your things are 
here, you will clean out the chamber, then put in your bed, chair and table, along with your chest and 
personal items. Anything else you need to make your chamber comfortable and truly yours will have 
to be made by you, under Cullen's skillful guidance."

A mumbled but respectful, "Yes, Father," was all Vincent could say as his slim, boyish figure rose 
from the chair. Then, in the blink of an eye and with cat-like speeed and grace, he was gone.

"Phew," was all Jacob Wells could manage, as he took out his red spotted handkerchief and wiped 
his brow. He was happy to know the negative influence Mitch wielded over Vincent was finally at an 
end. Also, he was secretly delighted to have Vincent closer to him. Hopefully, he would be able to 
help direct the boy's thoughts and deeds in a positive manner as he advanced into manhood.

His adopted son was no ordinary teenager to be dealt with. He was visibly different and needed to be 
protected, not just from the world Above, but from himself, when the dark side of his nature 
outweighed the caring and intelligent alter-ego and exploded like a volcano, causing Father to ponder
what these outbursts would hold as he became a man. 

Vincent cringed in pain, still unable to sleep

A sigh escaped him as he recalled that day, so long ago now. One day that had so drastically 
changed his life. His chamber was full of so many wonderful things he had made himself, once 
Cullen's patient teaching had unlocked the hidden talents in Vincent's powerful hands.

On retrospect Vincent had to admit that deep within himself, he had been relieved when Mitch and 
the temptation for excitement Above was taken from him. He had never felt completely at ease being 
Above, acting on Mitch's dares and inviting the anger of the father he loved so much. He envied the 
couldn't-care-less attitude of his friend and felt he was sharing this when they ventured Above. It was 
an experience any youth Above took for granted but for him it was more than that - it was acceptance;
a feeling he was not so different after all.

What was the reason for the pains invading his body?

The choice of Cullen to be Vincent's mentor was a stroke of genius on Father's part, as the 
partnership brought about between the two was an extremely good one. Father was a wise and 



shrewd man, who had held a position of responsibility and authority Above until his father-in-law 
found a way to discredit him. Virtually overnight, his marriage and his work at the Chittenden Institute 
went down the drain and into the sewers. Dejected and rejected like those already Below, he had 
found the tunnels and made a new life for himself, bringng with him the skills he had used Above to 
help the lost souls Below.

Cullen, like Father, had arrived Below a disillusioned man, who was welcomed as a person of value. 
It was soon discovered that he had a talent for fashioning beautiful things from the trash topsiders 
discarded for garbage collection. Once Below with the bags of trash, he soon turned the contents into
useful items they all could use or share. He also repaired and rebuilt tools to use working on repairs 
to the pipes and tunnels, as a high maintenance level kept City men from Above out of their world. 
Night after night the men from Below would forage Above in search of...... things, returning laden with 
bags full of discards for Cullen to transform into treasures.

Unable to sleep and still tossing about, Vincent turned his attention to his table. Cullen had made him 
draw the design for it, then measure, cut, and finally construct it. Vincent at first felt it would never be 
a table, but after many weeks of work, a table had been produced which to Vincent's amazement 
stood squarely on full-sized legs. At one time,he thought he would have to cut and re-cut the legs to 
get them even and envisioned the table being reduced to a large foot stool.

The flickering candle on the table cast eerie shadows across the journal which laid beside it and to a 
shelf not far away which held many more of Vincent's journals. Vincent had started writing in his 
journals when he was fourteen and his new life began without Mitch.

Vincent had been in a state of depression since Mitch had been banished from the tunnels and spent 
many hours by himself. He was lonely and with his inability to go Above with the other boys he felt 
rejected and worthless.

Old Joshua found Vincent one day at the Falls, wallowing in his aloneness. He sat down and casually
started telling stories which painted vivid pictures for Vincent and stirred his interest. Soon Vincent felt
enough at ease in Joshua's company to confide in him, telling him his troubles and overpowering 
frustrations, which from time to time drove him almost into madness.

One day Joshua gave Vincent a present of a brand new journal and encouraged him to write his 
thoughts and feelings in it at the end of each day. By writing them down, Vincent had an outlet for his 
pent-up emotions and frustrations. A boy Vincent's age Above would have girls, romance and social 
activities to occupy his mind. But, due to his differences, Vincent could not share these natural 
emotions physically, yet he had them nonetheless. The journal idea was a success and Vincent 
became a writing student under Joshua's instruction and his English skills improved considerably. 
This enabled him to enjoy reading the great classics from Father's library of used and much loved 
books.

Vincent and Devin sat by the Mirror Pool one day doing their reading assignments. Vincent was 
engrossed in his story and wanted to share it with his friend so he began reading it aloud. His velvet 
tones told Devin of a rainbow, whose colours formed an arch across the sky and at its base was a pot
of gold.



"Has anyone ever followed a rainbow to find a pot of gold?" Vincent asked, turning the page carefully.

"Nah! I don't think so, Vincent."

Vincent suddenly closed the well-thumbed pages. "I wonder why? I've seen rainbows here Below like 
you have, Devin, but to see a real rainbow up top must be magical," he sighed regretfully.

"One day I'll get you your own rainbow, Vincent, one that never fades away," Devin promised. "It's so 
unfair for Father to keep you Below all the time, almost as if you were a prisoner. There are so many 
things I would like to show you Above."

"You see so much," Vincent said enviously. "You are always going away."

"I have to, Vincent, this place drives me mad, this hole in the ground we call home. So I go on little 
adventures, but I come back because this hole in the ground is home and.... because you are here," 
he said, as he patted Vincent's shoulder.

"Some day when I'm older, Devin, perhaps we will have an adventure Above together."

"Yes, we will, Vincent yes we will." The two friends hugged each other as brothers would. "And one 
day I'll bring you a piece of a rainbow, all for your very own."

A sharp pain made Vincent groan, over and over again, then moments later he sensed Father's 
presence.

"Are you all right, Vincent?" The familiar voice brought Vincent's reverie to a sharp standstill, as 
Father appeared in the doorway to his chamber. "I was passing by on my way back from checking on 
the children and I heard you groaning. Can't you sleep again, tonight?"

"It would appear not, Father."

"Would you like Mary to make you some herb tea?"

"Thank you, no. Don't worry, I'll be all right."

Father nodded and left him alone and the memories continued to bombard his senses. Soon after 
their discussion of rainbows Devin left on another of his adventures, leaving Vincent lost and alone 
once more. His misery sent him prowling down many unexplored and sometimes quite dangerous 
passages.

One day the sound of music had filtered into his thoughts. He stopped and listened, then fascinated, 
he followed the sound of the lilting music. Cautiously, Vincent edged close enough to look through the
chamber doorway. Suddenly, there before him was a vision, an angel, a sight beyond his wildest 
dreams, dancing and swaying to the music as her flimsy dress clung to her body. She would have set
the heart racing of any young man from Above, but Vincent in his innocence, was thunderstruck! He 
had never encountered such a sight and his heart leapt with joy.

The music seemed to be endless, to Vincent's delight. When it finally stopped, Vincent broke into 
applause, unaware of his involuntary action until she froze, suddenly aware of his presence.

Her secret discovered, she whirled and ran to a far corner, not sure what was best to do.



"Don't be afraid, please don't be afraid," he said, as he stooped and entered the chamber. It was 
bereft of anything really, except an old hand-operated record player complete with horn; a relic from a
bygone age. A few boxes littered one corner and that was it, other than a few flickering torches on the
rough walls.

"Who are you?" she asked hesitantly.

"My name is Vincent. I live here Below."

"I'm Lisa, I'm new here, just came the other day," she said, as she advanced slowly toward him.

"Please, don't come any closer," he said, as he took a few steps backward.

"Why not?" she asked, as she took a defiant step towards him.

"Because I don't want to frighten you."

"Why would you do that, Vincent?" she teased.

"My face...... is different," he almost whispered.

"Let me see," she bravely demanded.

"No!" In his agitation he almost snapped at her.

"Please, can't we be friends?" she pleaded. "I don't know anyone down here."

"It isn't possible for us to be..... friends, because of my differences..... I frighten people. Please don't 
come any closer."

Lisa took no notice of his pleas as she came straight up to him, and looking straight into his eyes she 
spoke softly. "Yes, you are different, but you don't scare me. I like a challenge and you can be just 
that," she said as she put her hands on his chest and stepped closer to him.

"Please....... Lisa, this cannot be, it isn't possible......."

"Says who, Vincent?"

"My father," he answered.

"Your father? You still listen to your father? My God, Vincent, you're old enough to decide things for 
yourself. You're almost a man, you're not a child....... oh, no, you're not a child," she said, pressing 
her body against his, noticing he reacted like any of the boys Above that she had played around with, 
as his desire fueled his body.

Stepping back from him, she turned and took hold of the handle of the record player, winding it up 
and then placing the needle on the record. Once more, music transformed the barren chamber.

Lisa returend to Vincent. "I'll teach you to dance."

"M...... me?" he stuttered, moving away from her.

"Yes, you, you dumdum," she laughed. She held one of his hands and placed the other at her waist 
so they could dance. Vincent clumsily followed her directions, but he soon got the hang of it and loved
every moment of dancing with this new-found friend.

When the record ended, Lisa left Vincent and walked over to the pile of records, selecting another to 



play. When the music began, Lisa started dancing alone while Vincent watched, bewitched by her, 
the music and these new feelings.

Over the next few weeks, Vincent visited the distant chamber every afternoon to watch Lisa dance for
him. Her desire to have her way with him grew along with their secret friendship and her dancing 
became more and more a come-on-tease.

Vincent was totally unprepared for her advances. As she teased him in her flimsy, revealing short 
skirt and low-necked top, Vincent's desires overwhelmed him as they danced close together. It was 
too much for him and his sudden, rough, inexperienced grab for her caught Lisa off guard. She tried 
to pull away from him causing his claws to pierce and scratch the skin of her back and shoulders. Her
screams brought people running to her rescue.

Father happened to be close by and was one of the first to arrive. Seeing the blood on her shoulder 
and his son cowering in the corner in fright and shame, Father immediately took Vincent away from 
the chamber to counsel him about his unforgivable behavior. Never once did he listen to Vincent's 
side of the story, leaving the boy ashamed and feeling guilty about things he didn't really understand; 
believing everything had gone wrong because of his differences.

In Father's chamber, a lengthening silence was broken. "She will have to leave this place, today, and 
I hope you will have learned an important lesson here...... that Father knows best! Dear God, you 
could have killed her!" he snapped.

"No! No! No!" was all Vincent could say, not even sure himself if he was protesting his innocence or 
Lisa's being sent away.

By the next day, Lisa was gone, along with her music player and the old 78 records. Once more 
Vincent had lost a friend because, he thought , of his differences. He pondered on how alone he was 
and wondered if this pattern would continue throughout his life - was this terrible aloneness to be his 
destiny?

Vincent went to fix himself a cup of the herb tea he had declined earlier. He returned to his bed and 
straightened the bedding before burrowing beneath its welcoming comfort, but the comfort was short 
lived.

Sleep was still denied him and his body ached with spasms of pain. Trying to distract himself he 
again gazed around his chamber, until his eyes caught the colours of his window reflecting the 
candlelight from the rough chamber walls.

The half-round window was the most beautiful object in his chamber and he loved it best of all his 
possessions. His left hand reached out and gently touched the glass as memories of how he got it 
filtered into his thoughts. Vincent was almost sixteen the day Devin burst in to see him on his sudden 
return from another of his adventures. 

"Vincent, I'm back," he shouted, as Vincent turned to see Devin in the doorway to his chamber.

"I can't believe you're finally back. I've missed you so much."

"Me too, pal, but not only am I back but I've brought you that piece of a rainbow I promised you."



"How can this be, Devin? What are you talking about?" Vincent asked, as he neared Devin and the 
two hugged warmly, patting each other's backs.

"I was on my way home from an adventure when I came across an old church they were pulling 
down. Vincent, it called out to me to go inside. The workmen had left for the day to go home, so there 
was no one to stop me as I scrambled over the debris to investigate. I found many things we could 
use Below. Such an adventure it was." He smiled knowingly. "I wish you had been able to see it too, 
Vincent. Suddenly, there it was, propped up in a pile of items to be discarded or destroyed."

"What was it, Devin?" Vincent asked eagerly.

"A stained glass window with all the colours of the rainbow - your rainbow, Vincent, I had to get it for 
you."

"For me?"

"Yes, for you. I took it away from the rubbish pile and tucked it away for safety and then I came Below
to get help to bring it and some of the other items here. I asked Cullen's advice. Vincent, you and he 
are going to turn it into a window for your chamber. If you place it near your bed, where that thin sliver
of sunlight filters through from Above, it will light up your window and you will have your very own 
rainbow."

"There are no words, Devin, my heart is so full." They hugged each other again. "Come, let us go and
visit Cullen now and see this wondrous window," Vincent said. 

They walked along talking of Devin's adventure and what had happened in the tunnels while he was 
gone. They entered Cullen's workshop and saw Father was already there in deep conversation with 
him.

"Ah, Vincent, look what Devin has found," Father exclaimed. "A truly marvelous piece of 
workmanship! I remember the church well from when I lived Above. It is so sad to see such 
magnificent buildings being torn down to make room for car parks or supermarkets, instead of being 
restored to their former glory. There is simply no respect anymore, for things of beauty which are a 
joy to behold."

"Vincent, we are all going to be involved in making a wonderful window for you," Cullen said. "I have 
many pieces of coloured glass I have salvaged and these along with the unbroken glass still in this 
window will allow me to make a window for you to build dreams on."

"I am at a loss for words," was all Vincent could say, because truly his heart was full to overflowing.

"You'll have to help me, but we'll make it the finest stained glass window in the world, it will be like no 
other... for you, our dear Vincent," Cullen told him with a smile.

Work began almost at once with Vincent carefully removing the lead and releasing the shattered 
panes of coloured glass.

"You're like a brother to me, Cullen, you do know that, don't you?" he asked one day, as the window 
was taking shape.

Cullen put his hand on Vincent's shoulder and said, "I know. We have grown very close in the last two



years and I'm proud to have you as a brother, also."

How well he remembered the day Cullen, Pascal and Winslow helped him carry the finished window 
into his chamber. As they leaned it against the chamber wall, the sun ray from Above caught it for the 
first time and a galaxy of colours rebounded onto the walls. Vincent had never known a more magical 
moment in his life.

He rolled over and touched the window once more, admiring the blue and green glass, also the red 
and yellow..... his own personal rainbow. One day maybe he'd find his pot of gold even - as with love 
and hope all things are possible.

As Vincent approached the end of his teens, everyone began to notice the lanky youth had become a
man. He was the tallest of anyone Below, with a broad chest nobody could match, and had 
tremendous strength. He'd been working alongside Cullen for over five years. If he had lived Above, 
working like other young men his age, he would long ago have passed his apprenticeship with flying 
colours. Under Cullen's tutelage he had become a skilled craftsman and Father was very proud of 
him.

The collecting of things topsiders threw away was still the primary source of goods to be recycled, 
and fashioned into items which were either breathtakingly beautiful or prosaically practical. The men, 
now joined by that natural scavenger, young Mouse, still went above one or two nights a week with 
their well-washed sugar sacks ready to be filled.

Always, they carried Father's warnings for extreme care, which guided then as they silently darted 
down alleyways and deserted factory yards. But, one night it had gone terribly wrong, and Mouse 
learned this lesson the hard way, Vincent remembered. Mouse had gone Above alone and he was 
very nearly caught. He was spotted by a warehouse guard on his rounds and the dog was let loose, 
as the guard blew his whistle for reinforcements.

Mouse, with his namesake's speed and cunning, headed for the grill of the pipe he'd crawled through 
from Below but he wasn't quick enough, due to the weight of the sack he carried. Suddenly a hand 
grabbed him, almost pulling his jacket off his back. The guard dog sat panting, awaiting his master's 
command to pounce.

"What do we have here?" the voice boomed.

"Not what you think..... not stealing," Mouose said.

"What is it, then?" snapped the guard.

"Helping," Mouse replied.

"Who.... just who are you helping, son?" the guard asked.

"Helping, not stealing.... tidying up for you..... aybe a crust to eat in return?" Mouse's fresh and ready 
smile of innocence melted the guard.

"Not stealing you say...... hmmmmm, come with me m'lad and I'll see if I can find you some food."

As soon as the guard and his dog set off across the yard Mouse whirled and yanked the grill open, 
tossed his bag into it, and quickly joined in, slamming the grill cover over the pipe and locking it from 



the inside.

The dog was growling and snarling as he pressed his wet nose against the grill, frustrated that his 
prey was out of reach. Mouse ran and ran until he was back, deep beneath Central Park, in the safety
of the home tunnels.

Once more Vincent experienced a sharp pain and its source puzzled him.

On one hand Vincent questioned the sleepless night and the pain. Why did he now fear Catherine 
had vanished from his life, and sleep had escaped him for so long that his health was beginning to 
suffer? On the other hand, deep in his heart he dared to hope the feeling was one he knew and loved 
so much, because he and Catherine shared a Bond and this feeling was their link, the one that saved 
her from the dangers her job had inflicted on her. A feeling from the time when Catherine came into 
his life and shared her life with him, when new possibilities heralded a happy life.

But now with the steady return of this old feeling, Vincent again began to hold onto his dream, that 
she was still out there and needing him; a part of his life - and he had to find her and help her.

When Vincent collapsed on his return from Above one night, he had to be taken to the hospital 
chamber. On coming round, he saw Father's face looking down at him and Vincent knew he was in 
for it!

"I'm glad to see you're with us again, Vincent; you're home and safe, but you cannot go on like this! 
Who knows what this ..... pain you feel and the sleep that escapes you, can do to you? We both know
of the dark side that is waiting to take you over. Dear God, Vincent, if you won't listen to me then go 
and see Narcissa, the wise one.... please," the old man begged, as he took Vincent's clawed hand in 
his.

"Thank you for your concern, but all will be well soon. Please trust me, Father."

"Very well, but do think about it." Then, turning away from his son, he made his way out of the 
hospital chamber in the direction of his own bed. When both the tapping of his stick and the glow of 
the candle he carried was swallowed up by the darkness, Vincent was alone again with his memories.
He felt everything to be surreal, like a strange dream he was passing through but was not really a part
of.

Vincent went to the Mirror Pool for a bathe before going to his chamber. He walked to the bed and 
gently stroked his patchwork quilt, which like Jacob's coat of may colours in the Bible, each square 
held a memory. The blue striped one was from Devin's shirt and the pretty pink roses on a white 
background had been Jamie's first party dress. The plain green twill had been his old work trousers, 
and the plum spotted material had been Rebecca's jacket, while the grey and white striped material 
had been one of Father's shirts.

"Father....... oh, Father," he said aloud. How well he remembered, as a small boy, sitting with Pascal, 
Mitch, Devin, Winslow and the rest of the tunnel children listening to Father's wonderful stories. 
Vincent, like all the others Below, agreed Father was the best storyteller ever, as he read with such a 
passion, bringing the characters to life before their eyes. He would sometimes read from his large 



collection of books and at other times the stories came from his head and his heart, as he sat with 
them and tried to instill in everyone, that this was their world now, and they were making their own 
history, to pass on to their children in the years that lay ahead. It was strange, whenever Father was 
telling one of his tales to the children, the group got larger and larger, as the adults joined the group; 
to sit silently, enthralled with his words.

Vincent now knew the story he hadn't told - of how Father had learned of the tunnels one dark and 
bitterly cold night. Then he'd been known as Dr. Jacob Wells, a highly successful research physician 
and chemist until his downfall, brought on by his father-in-law. who objected to his only daughter, 
Margaret, secretly marrying a man he considered 'not good enough' for her.

He set out to destroy his son-in-law by starting false rumors that he was a communist sympathizer. 
Finally Jacob was black-listed by the UnAmerican Activities Committee. The Chittenden Research 
Labratory who employed him as their top scientist, demanded his immediate resignation and he left 
under a cloud of disgrace. With his reputation ruined and no means to support Margaret, her father 
used his influence to have their marriage annulled and she returned home as Jacob took to the 
streets.

One night, as the full moon shone down on a cold and frosty New York night, those sleeping rough 
could find little comfort in their cardboard boxes in doorways. Jacob Wells did not even have that, and
slumped behind trash bins, light-headed from lack of food, shelter and warmth. It was at this low 
point, just when he had finally given up on everything and was ready to accept the inevitable, that his 
life was about to change.

Out of the haze of noises in his head he heard footsteps passing by and called out. "Help me, 
please?"

The woman stopped and said, "Dear God, what a night to be too drunk to go home."

"I'm not drunk - I'm sick." As Jacob tried to stand something in the cultered voice reached out to her 
and she offered him her hand.

"Thank you, dear lady." He stood but then his legs gave way and he sank to his knees, sobbing bitter 
tears at his weakness.

"You poor soul, we'll soon have you feeling better m'dear. Put your arm around my waist and I'll take 
you to a warm, safe place." Her voice was full of promise and he believed her, and followed her to a 
strange new world beneath the streets of New York.

His health did return after awhile, with the loving care Grace showered on him. Eventually, he was 
well enough to explore his surroundings. Grace, like Jacob, had been rejected by society Above. As 
he wandered, he soon discovered others huddled in groups along the tunnels. Isolated human 
beings, so alone, yet united in despair.

Fear ruled, as footsteps could mean discovery by police or violent intruders. Jacob Wells decided to 
pull this community together and make it a safe place ... make it a home for all these destroyed souls.
His heart cried out to help them, so he and Grace laid out the foundations of their world Below.

There was another man Below, about the same age as Jacob, who was also a scientist. John Pater 



and his assistant, Tamara, were not liked, as what you don't understand, you fear. Jacob, however, 
made friends with John Pater and the two men designed secret entrances and invented their own 
version of the Morse Code which Thomas Pascal was taught to use on the endless pipes which 
zigzagged throughout the tunnels. This quickly became their method of communication, as the pipes 
opened up a better life for them. They could now receive messages from the guards posted at certain
places and from their Helpers Above, in fact the 'pipes' served as their lifeline.

Vincent raised himself up on one arm and looked about him. The pipes were silent now, sleeping, as 
were the inhabitants of the tunnel world. He rose from his bed, pulling a quilt around his shoulders for 
warmth, and sat at his table, looking down at his closed journal. He stroked the cover with his thumb 
before opening it and glancing at his last entry. His whole life was neatly recorded here in his 
journals; his own history, entered day by day.

He wondered if anyone else would read them one day. He'd written about others as well over the 
years. In particular, his brother Devin, who was a hero in his eyes. He'd recorded the dark years in his
teens, when boys became men, and he himself became ..... even more different!

Those years had been a nightmare for Father as well, because he had been forced to restrain 
Vincent to keep him from hurting himself -- or the rest of them. Vincent's alter ego knew no bounds, 
no limits, just power and rage. As the human side battled with the other side, Vincent was trapped 
within a body in torment.

When Vincent went through these dark times Father would sit and read to him, hour after hour, day 
after day, comforting and soothing his son who came to love most of the great literature and all of 
Shakespeare.

A deep bond developed between them, that was beyond the usual feelings of a father and son. Jacob
Wells, who had lost Margaret to her father, and Grace giving birth to Devin, now had Vincent, and for 
the first time in so long he felt wanted and needed...... and loved.

Vincent had never known a mother's love, never been held close to her breast, or experienced her 
arms around him when life got too much for him as a child. These natural human longings tore at his 
heart, emphasizing his feelings of aloneness.

As an adult, Vincent no longer abided by the strictures forcing him to remain Below. He would go 
Above as the world slept and walk the streets, look in the shop windows or stroll through the park, 
sometimes using the swings which creaked and groaned under his immense weight. The things up 
top everyone took for granted during the day became his wondrous, secret world as darkness fell.

One momentous night as he strolled across the grass, he was forced to step back into the shadows 
of a tree as a white van came careening through the park. It screeched to a halt, dark figures threw 
something out and then the van raced off again.

Vincent was puzzled at the odd actions but approached cautiously as he heard moaning, until he 
could see the body of a woman on the grass, obviously injured and in pain.

His heart was beating like a drum as he got nearer and nearer to her. Within him, a driving force 
urged him to hold her, touch her, and protect her - and it overpowered his fear of being caught.



As he picked her up in his arms, a feeling of completeness enveloped him and somehow he knew 
here was his destiny. Without a second thought for the safety of the tunnels, he took this stranger into
their world Below.

He stroked the journal once more, Father was wrong, so very wrong about her. He warned me she 
could only bring me unhappiness, instead, she brought me all the joy in my life.

He recalled Father saying Catherine would go off and leave him heartbroken when she returned to 
her own kind, but she had rejected all other men.... for him. None of the handsome, successful 
attorneys her father introduced her to, nor her boss Joe Maxwell or even Elliot Burch, had been able 
to win a place in her heart, as she loved Vincent only.

Father grudgingly admitted to Vincent one day that she was a very remarkable woman and he 
acknowledged the fact that she and Vincent loved each other totally, but he was still concerned about
the possible consequences of this relationship. Mary, however, had always been their advocate.

His thoughts drifted to Mary..... dear, dear Mary, who had always been a mother figure to him, as she 
was to all the children. She lost her own son in a school gang fight gone tragically wrong. When she 
lost her son, she lost herself, until she finally found a home beneath Central Park. Other people's lost 
and lonely children became her own and she lavished such tender and loving care on each and every
one of them. She also kept a secret love in her heart..... her love for Jacob Wells.

It was Mary who was instrumental in altering Father's opinion of Catherine, for which Vincent would 
be forever grateful. He appreciated her uncritical support and subtle influence with Father. He well 
remembered overhearing a conversation between Father and Mary one night, on his way back from 
Catherine's apartment.

"How is it, Mary, I see all the impossibilities and you see only the possibilities? I see all the potential 
harm from this relationship, but you claim nothing but good can come of it."

"That's because I'm a woman, Jacob, and we truly are more intuitive about these things," she said, 
smiling at him. "Surely you can see how much happier and more content Vincent is since Catherine 
came into his life? She truly loves him and she will never hurt him - but they need your understanding 
and support. They both love and respect you."

"Hmmmmmm," was all Jacob could manage, knowing but not wanting to admit she was right.

Vincent rose from his table and paced his chamber, his feet and hands numb with cold. His breath 
rose in white puffs in the chilled air of his chamber. He pulled open a drawer and looked down at 
Catherine's nightgown, carefully folded away. How shocked Father had been to learn that during 
Catherine's weekend visits Below she had not always slept in her own bed!

Catherine often shared a chamber with Jamie, who woke one night to discover Catherine's bed had 
not been slept in and ran to tell Mary. Jamie was distressed when Mary appeared delighted with the 
news and told Jamie it was none of her business where Catherine slept. It was not until she saw the 
jealous scowl that she realized Jamie had a crush on Vincent.



Following that incident, Jamie's normally friendly nature became spiteful and vindictive. She took 
satisfaction in picking at Vincent and catching him out. One such time was when Vincent had 
promised to accompany a group to the Mirror Pool. When Catherine unexpectedly came Below, the 
promise was forgotten, and Jamie flew into a rage.

"What is it, Jamie?" Mary asked as Jamie stormed into her chamber.

"It's Vincent, he's broken his word! He said he would go to the Mirror Pool with Mouse and Cullen and
I. Catherine came Below and he forgot us - he completely forgot us!"

"Have you considered he may have had a good reason? I don't think he just forgot you, Jamie," Mary 
said with a smile.

" 'S not funny! A promise........IS a promise!" Jamie half-yelled at Mary, tears of anger streaming down
her cheeks.

"I'm sure he didn't mean to upset you, Jamie," Mary said, and put her arm around the girl, but Jamie 
shrugged it off and ran headlong out of the chamber, knocking over Mary's basket of freshly-washed 
laundry.

Father entered as Jamie ran out and seeing the upset basket asked, "What on earth is wrong? Are 
you all right, Mary?"

"Yes, I'm fine. Nothing is wrong - just impetuous youth."

Father's anger was evident. "I don't know what's gotten into that girl lately."

"It's called love, Jacob. Jamie's in love."

"Dear God! Surely not with that young scamp, Mouse!" he said, his face showing his distress.

"Mouse? Good Heavens, no. Jamie is in love with Vincent, or at least she thinks she is. It's the talk of 
the tunnels."

"Vincent........?" he said in disbelief. "No..... No....... why am I the last to hear of this..... in love 
with.......  No!"

"No one has told you because they knew you would rant and rave as you are now - sending your 
blood pressure sky high. Now sit down and calm down. It's not serious, it's puppy love and Jamie is 
acting out an emotion- one called jealousy."

"Jealousy?" Father repeated in shock.

"Oh, Jacob, if Jamie can't have him, she doesn't want to let Catherine have him either, without her 
own little war."

"What do you mean, let Catherine have him? Vincent and Catherine are just...... friends, good 
friends........ but nothing ....... er....... nothing more, if you understand me, dear Mary. Why, Catherine 
even shares Jamie's chamber when she's Below so even if...... We can be sure there is no...... 
er.......... hanky panky!" he stated with authority.

Mary smiled at Father's willfull blindness. "Catherine's bed had not been slept in recently and Jamie 
had been extremely angry ever since she discovered this."



"I see....... I SEE!" Father fumed.

"Do you, Jacob?"

"Why do you look at me so?" he asked.

"Because Vincent and Catherine are lovers and you must accept this fact. Yes, lovers," she said as 
he shook his head in denial. "And it's about time, too!"

"Lovers....... not after all the repeated warnings I've given that boy! Has he lost all his senses?" Father
raved.

"He's no longer a boy, Jacob, and I think he's finally following his heart," Mary said as she fondly 
patted his arm.

"The potential complications of this are enormous and deadly. Has anyone seen Catherine this 
morning? Is she well? Is she unharmed? There is no telling what Vincent is capable of with his 
strength and makeup when..... er..... when passion rules." Wiping his brow, he sat down, then quickly 
stood up again, then finally sat down again.

"Yes, I've seen Catherine and Vincent this morning but your concern is unjustified.... and untimely. 
They did not just become lovers last night, it's been going on for some time. They are so happy, 
Jacob, give them your blessing - not your anger, please."

Father stared at her in bewilderment.

Vincent wandered from his chamber to the tunnel entrance to Central Park. The first signs of dawn 
were showing but the Park still lay in a mantle of dew, shimmering in the fading moonlight. As he 
returned down the familiar tunnels, he remembered Father's reaction to overhearing a remark by 
Cullen about a ring.

Father had sent a message over the pipes for Vincent to come to his chamber..... immediately.

He had run down the tunnels, his cloak flying out behind him, afraid Father was ill. On his arrival in 
the study he breathlessly asked, "Father, what is it? The message said urgent."

"Oh, there you are, Vincent. Where have you been? You're never here anymore when I need you," he
scolded, as he walked over to Vincent with the aid of his stick. "Sit down, please."

"Father, what is it?"

"Is it true?"

"Is what true, Father?"

"If it is.... why am I the last to hear of it..... eh?"

Vincent held his hand up in a helpless gesture. "Please, Father, I cannot give you an answer until I 
know the question."

"Very well. Have you.... have you......?" he stammered to a halt and them asked the less explosive 
part of his question. "Have you asked Cullen to make a ring for you?"



"Ah..... who told you this? I... "

Before Vincent finished his reply, Father interrupted him impatiently. "Is it true, damn it! Surely a 
question so simple deserves an equally simple answer?"

"Then, the..... simple answer.... simply is, yes."

A silence descended you could almost feel, and long moments passed before Father cleared his 
throat and spoke. "Is the ring for Catherine?"

"Of course."

"Er..... is it her birthday? No, a friendship ring...... that's it, no doubt. A friendship ring, I'm right, aren't 
I, Vincent?" Father pleaded.

"I think not, Father. I've asked Catherine to be my wife and she has made me the happiest of men by 
saying 'yes'," he said with pride. 

He rose from his chair and walked toward his adopted father. Once in front of the shaken old man, 
Vincent leaned towards him, and placing his hands on the chair arms, crouched down in front of the 
man he adored.

"Why didn't you tell me. Why was I the last to know?" Father asked, his voice shaky with emotion.

"You are not the last to know, Father. I only asked Catherine last night. I met Cullen on my way back 
from escorting her to the entrance beneath her apartment building and asked this favor of him -- it 
never occurred to me to ask him not to mention it, as apparently he had. I was on my way here to tell 
you but ...... to be truthful, I was still wandering around the upper tunnels, daydreaming, when I heard 
your message."

"I see. Have you really, really thought this through, Vincent? The odds against this union are 
staggering. You have no idea of the problems you will have to deal with. She is so small and dainty, 
whereas you..... well, just look at you, Vincent!" he sighed. "You are not a small man by anyone's 
calculations."

"This is not a problem, Father, trust me."

"Hmmmmm, yes, well. Consider then the fact that Catherine is a very beautiful and extremely wealthy
woman. A wealth beyond our wildest dreams and you, Vincent, through no fault of your own, have so 
little to offer her."

"I know, Father."

"There are men from her own world she could and should marry, like Elliot Burch, or her boss she 
talks of so much, Joe Maxwell. She has been schooled all her life to be the wife of a man of that sort. 
How can she turn her back on that life to live down here as your wife?"

"What you say is true, Father. Even I cannot believe this could happen to me of all God's creatures. I 
was happy to watch over her, content to be there for her whenever danger was near. I would have 
continued to care for her and watch over her if she made another life with such a man. I expressed all
the drawbacks you have mentioned to her, plus some you haven't, but you have to remember 



Catherine is a lawyer. When I argued, I got a glimpse of her professional demeanor." He smiled with 
pride. "She must be truly awesome in a courtroom, Father. She won our case hands down."

"Well, what's done is done. You both have my blessing, of course."

"Thank you, Father. Catherine needs all the support we can give her. On her side she will have no 
one, she will be alone in this, unable to confide in her friends, sharing her joy..... or doubts."

"Yes, I realize that."

"It will be a trying time for her, Father, without any of her friends. Speaking of which, I owe an apology
to mine. Yesterday, when she came Below, I completely forgot I had promised to go swimming with 
them. I hope they will understand and forgive me."

"When is this union to take place, dare I ask?"

"We spoke long into the night on this very point, Father, and the only answer I can give you is... as 
soon as possible."

"Aside from the wedding itself, how do you intend to manage all this?"

"Catherine will still continue to work Above and live in her apartment during the week. Weekends, she
will spend Below with me, and with her new family. I will go Above each night as I do now, but I will 
stay with her 'till dawn, returning while it's still safe for me. It will be a bit complicated but by doing 
this, no one Above will know her life has changed. We will, of course, be married Below, and we hope
you will perform our marriage ceremony, Father."

Tears came into the old man's eyes. "I'd be... honoured, my son. Thank you for asking me."

"Catherine and I will speak to you about this later this week, about the arrangements and a suitable 
date."

"Why did Catherine go back Above? It's the weekend, surely she's not working?"

"No. She's gone to see Joe Maxwell, to explain to him that she is to be married and will not take any 
more dangerous assignments."

"I see." Father smiled approvingly at last. "You really have talked this through, haven't you?"

Vincent shyly hung his head and quietly said, "Yes."

A compatible silence followed as both men were wrapped up in their own thoughts.

"Have you considered that this..... marriage, may produce children, with every likelihood they could 
look like you, Vincent? The life you lead now, do you truly want that possibility for a child?" He had 
finally said it, forced out the distasteful words which seemed to stick in his throat.

"I was hesitant about this possibility too, but Catherine is adamant on this subject. She welcomes the 
thought of any child we have. She even said she hopes at least some of our children will look like me.
Can you believe that, Father?"

"Yes, I can. I haven't always been this age, truly, I was young once. I do know that love takes over all 
reasoning and it rules your very being. But in this case, I do honestly believe Catherine means it, 
Vincent. She loves you; so why should she not want a child in your image?"



A sudden noise in his chamber brought Vincent back to the present. He looked around him but there 
was nobody there. Then he realized the noise was himself, moaning as his body wrestled with waves 
of pain. His inability to sleep and his internal pains were linked but Vincent remained unable to 
understand the connection.

What was happening to him? Were these memories or dreams?

As soon as he lay still once more, his waking dreams of days gone by continued and their warmth 
gave him a measure of comfort. Where was Catherine? Why was he alone? Why could he no longer 
feel the Bond they shared? Why? Why? Why?

When he was still he could hear her voice, her laughter. The mist again rolled back to the day that 
filled his being with happiness beyond his wildest dreams..... their wedding day! One month to the day
after he'd asked Cullen to make a wedding ring, he and Catherine were married.

The Great Hall was packed with everyone who lived Below and some of the Helpers from Above. The
profusion of candles everywhere lit up the large cavern like never before, highlighting the six large 
tapestries on one wall, before which the ceremony was to take place.

Father had looked very regal in his wine coloured robe edged in gold thread. It had been lovingly 
restored by Mary when it was found among the discards behind a church.

Catherine had looked like an angel as she walked towards Vincent and Father in her powder blue 
chiffon dress, carrying a bouquet of cream-coloured roses in her arms.

Devin was to be Vincent's best man, but when he was still missing at the last moment, Cullen stepped
in for him.

Jamie had finally accepted the fact that Vincent loved her only as a sister and, as she cared deeply 
for both him and Catherine when she wasn't in the throes of jealousy, she had made up the rift 
between them and agreed to be Catherine's bridesmaid.

In his reverie, Vincent smiled as he fondly remembered Devin crashing in, mere seconds before 
Father declared Catherine and Vincent husband and wife.

"I now announce to the congregation here present, that you will live together, in love and harmony, as
man and wife, to your life's end. God Bless you both .... 

“Devin, you're late again, my boy!" he added as the crowd burst into laughter.

Trestle tables with snow white tablecloths, all neatly-repaired and starched, stood where they did at 
Winterfest. William had his helpers had been preparing food for days and everyone had helped with 
the festive decorations.

In the far corner was Mouse, with one of his contraptions which poured out music on old 78 records. 
The choice of music was decided by what Mouse had .... acquired! Some were good and some were 
scratched, but to Mouse, he was the disc jockey of the year. "Okay good---Okay fine! Music neat, 



Vincent," he had said when asked of the possibility.

Mouse had other things on his mind as well, as he sat holding Jamie's hand and they watched the 
bride and groom dance to the words of love being sung on the old records. They meant something 
different to Jamie and Mouse, who were in the first tentative stages of love's bloom.

The pains were very intense now and beads of perspiration formed on his face as he shook from 
head to foot. Every bone in his body ached and his muscles were in spasms of pain. Where was the 
calming comfort of his beloved wife when he needed her so much? He cried out, "Catherine!" Louder 
and louder his cries filled the air. "Catherine, Catherine!"

He felt a hand patting his face and a cooling cloth on his brow. He slowly opened one eye, then the 
other, in confusion. What was happening to him - where was he?

"Vincent, wake up my boy. Come along now, wake up."

"Father, what has happened?"

"You've been unconscious and muttering about the terrible pain you were in."

"The pain is gone now, Father. Tell me, am I going mad? Where is Catherine?" he asked.

"I'm here, Vincent."

Turning his head in the direction of the familiar voice, he saw his beloved wife, lying in a bed in the 
hospital chamber. "Catherine, why are you here? What is wrong?" Then suddenly, it all started to 
come back to him.

A few months ago Catherine had been to see Dr. Alcott and he had confirmed she was pregnant. He 
promised to keep a careful eye on her, as this promised to be a most unusual pregnancy.

Each month, Catherine became larger and larger and at eight months went into labor early, as Peter 
Alcott had predicted. When Catherine's water broke, it was too much for her gentle giant of a 
husband, who passed out and banged his head on a rock wall as he sagged to a heap on the floor. 
Their Bond was so strong, he had been experiencing Catherine's labor contractions during his 
unconscious state.

Vincent got to his feet and staggered over to the bed, never once taking his eyes off his wife. "The 
baby... is....... everything.......?"

"Vincent, calm yourself," Father said. "You have a daughter..."

"A daughter!"

"And two sons," Mary finished, as Jacob choked up.

"I have what?" Vincent gasped and sank to his knees beside the bed.

"You have one daughter and two sons," Mary repeated.

"How is this possible?" Vincent asked in bewilderment.

"Catherine wanted the possibility of a multiple birth kept quiet, Vincent, knowing how worried you 



would be." Peter explained, as he walked over rolling down his shirt sleeves. "Tests Above weren't 
possible, as the results might have raised too many eyebrows and we simply didn't have the proper 
equipment to conduct the tests down here. We knew there were two heartbeats but couldn't be sure if
there were more. It seems there were," he said with a smile.

Stunned, Vincent stood up and walked around to the three baskets on the other side of the bed, each 
holding a baby. They were so beautiful..... his babies..... his and Catherine's.

He turned to his wife. "Catherine...... there are no words. My cup is full and running over." He held her
hand and raised it to his lips and kissed it so very tenderly.

"They are so lovely, Vincent, all three of them." She laughed softly. "No wonder I was so huge."

"What names shall we give them?" he asked, as one by one he touched his children, bonding with 
each one in turn.

"I think Mary for our daughter."

"And for our sons?"

"What would you like, Vincent?"

"For you to choose, dearest wife."

"All right then, the one who looks like you, we shall call Charles, after my father, and the other son 
we'll call Jacob after your father."

Mary and Jacob hugged each other and once again tears of such happiness and pride flowed down 
their cheeks as they watched the new father.

Bending over the tiny babies before him, Vincent studied each one at great length, marveling at their 
beauty. Then slowly and with great care, he lifted them from their baskets. First he placed their 
daughter Mary in Catherine's right arm, and then baby Jacob in her left. Next he took Charles tenderly
into his own arms and gently sat down near Catherine on the bed.

Vincent silently made a mental picture of this moment, to treasure to his dying day. Fatherhood was 
something he had always felt would be denied him. His love for Catherine and her love for him had 
proved everyone wrong..... everyone.

"Mary looks like you, with her green eyes and fair straight hair. Jacob looks like...... you again, 
Catherine, only with blue eyes and curly hair," he smiled.

"And Charles looks like you, Vincent, with his golden hair and special little face."

"He is a miniature of me and he'll have a brother and sister to love and protect him all his life." Vincent
kissed each baby's forehead in turn, as little fingers touched his face. Then he kissed Catherine.

"We finally have our Happy Life, Vincent. My whole world is here with you and our children. You had 
me so worried when you knocked yourself out. I felt sure you would miss all this."

"Even in my unconscious state, I shared every pain, Catherine. Our Bond is so strong - it knows no 
boundaries."

"I love you so much, Vincent."



"I used to envy others so much, anyone with the freedom I was denied, but no longer. You have 
made me a king among men, Catherine, with treasures in my life more precious than a king's 
ransom." Vincent carefully stroked his son's cheek with his thumb.

"We're going to need an endless number of godparents, Vincent."

"Well, I see no problem there, Catherine, do you?" With a wicked twinkle in his eyes he began 
naming names. "There's Devin and Rebecca, Jamie and Mouse, William and......."

But Catherine had fallen asleep. Now it ws her turn to dream, to remember the past and go forward 
into the future.

 

END


